ALOOVODKA
Distiller’s Notes:
ALOO is a crystal clear and crisp Vodka with a smooth, clean taste.
This vodka finishes with a pleasant sweet note with an accompanying
warm glow that reminds you it is Vodka. This high quality spirit is
designed to occupy the Premium Vodka position in your Well.
ALOO Vodka is beautiful as a Martini and also perfect for mixing
your Classic or Signature Cocktails.
Your perfect choice when Quality and Price are important.
CHEERS!

About the ALOO Line of Spirits:
The aloo line grew out of a conversation with a Seattle bar manager
who was tired of throwing away expensive packaging when they had a
high volume selling cocktail. He complained that when he went to a more
friendly bottle (screw top, liter, lightweight glass, etc.) the juice was no
longer any good. eureka! We created the aloo line with the packaging
itself tailored to the bartender’s needs and the cost of packaging tailored to
the account’s bottom line so they can use lots of it and keep the quality of the
product absolutely top of the heap—that last bit is what sets us apart.

OOLA DISTILLERY & OUR SPIRITS
have been featured in:
Cigar & Spirits | coco+kelley | Daily Candy | Details | The Dieline
FOOD + WINE | GRAY Magazine | GQ | Luxe Magazine

Men’s Journal | Monocle | Seattle Magazine | Seattle Met
The Seattle Times | Seattle Weekly | SIP Northwest | Sunset Magazine

The Stranger | The Tasting Panel | Waitsburg Times | Wine Enthusiast
& Megan Griffiths’ film “Lucky Them”

CAPITOL HILL SEATTLE, WA

ooladistillery.com 206.709.7909
MANAGING DIRECTOR alan@ooladistillery.com

OWNER & DISTILLER kirby@ooladistillery.com

ALOO GIN
Distiller’s Notes:
The aloo gin is more juniper forward than our flagship oola gin, but
still complex and balanced. The beautiful juniper notes come through in
any gin cocktail we have tried. This high quality spirit is designed to occupy
the Premium Gin position in your well.
aloo gin is beautiful as a Martini and also perfect for mixing
your Classic or Signature Cocktails.
Your perfect choice when local, quality and price are important.

ACCOLADES:
The World Drinks Awards 2017 awarded it

Best of Category

for
Traditional Style Gin
It was the only gin from a US distillery to place
at this level. What a GINcredible honor!
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The aloo line grew out of a conversation with a Seattle bar manager
who was tired of throwing away expensive packaging when they had a
high volume selling cocktail. He complained that when he went to a more
friendly bottle (screw top, liter, lightweight glass, etc.) the juice was no
longer any good. eureka! We created the aloo line with the packaging
itself tailored to the bartender’s needs and the cost of packaging tailored to
the account’s bottom line so they can use lots of it and keep the quality of the
product absolutely top of the heap—that last bit is what sets us apart.
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